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Sequential phosphorylation and multisite interactions
characterize specific target recognition by the FHA
domain of Ki67
In-Ja L Byeon1,5, Hongyuan Li2,5, Haiyan Song2, Angela M Gronenborn1,3 & Ming-Daw Tsai2,4
The forkhead-associated (FHA) domain of human Ki67 interacts with the human nucleolar protein hNIFK, recognizing a 44-residue
fragment, hNIFK226–269, phosphorylated at Thr234. Here we show that high-affinity binding requires sequential phosphorylation by
two kinases, CDK1 and GSK3, yielding pThr238, pThr234 and pSer230. We have determined the solution structure of Ki67FHA
in complex with the triply phosphorylated peptide hNIFK226–2693P, revealing not only local recognition of pThr234 but also the
extension of the b-sheet of the FHA domain by the addition of a b-strand of hNIFK. The structure of an FHA domain in complex
with a biologically relevant binding partner provides insights into ligand specificity and potentially links the cancer marker protein
Ki67 to a signaling pathway associated with cell fate specification.

The human Ki67 protein was originally identified as the antigen
for the monoclonal antibody Ki67 generated against a Hodgkin
lymphoma cell line in the early 1980s1,2. Ki67 antibodies have
been used extensively as a prognostic and diagnostic tool in histopathology because the presence of the Ki67 antigen is stringently
related to cell proliferation; it is observed in the nuclei of dividing cells
in the G1, S and G2 phases and in mitosis, but not in the G0 phase of
quiescent cells3. Despite the widespread use of Ki67 antibodies,
remarkably little is known about the biological function of the
antigen4. Only a few functional studies have been reported in the
past decade5–8.
The sequence organization of Ki67 reveals an FHA domain at its
N terminus, shown to be a ubiquitous, modular phosphopeptidebinding domain9–14. A SMART database search15 allowed the identification of at least 708 FHA domains (99 for human proteins) in very
functionally diverse proteins. At the present time, two proteins have
been shown by pull-down experiments to interact with the FHA
domain of Ki67 in a mitosis- and phosphorylation-dependent
manner: human kinesin-like protein-2 (Hklp2)16 and hNIFK17. In
the latter interaction, Thr234 and Thr238 have been implicated as
possible phosphorylation sites by mutagenesis17. In addition, in vivo
studies using immunofluorescence microscopy revealed colocalization
of hNIFK and Ki67 at particular sites of mitotic chromosomes17.
We recently solved the solution structure of the FHA domain of
Ki67 (ref. 18). Notably, in contrast to other FHA domains that bind
tightly to one or more short phosphopeptides (8–15 residues) containing pTXX(D/I/L) motifs or SQ/TQ clusters, we found that

Ki67FHA does not bind tightly to short phosphopeptides. Instead,
we observed tight binding of Ki67FHA to a much larger peptide, a
44-residue fragment of hNIFK, hNIFK226–269(pThr234), that was
phosphorylated at Thr234. Using chemical shift perturbation, the
binding surface on Ki67FHA was mapped by 1H,15N heteronuclear
single quantum coherence (1H-15N HSQC) spectroscopy18.
Although FHA domains have been extensively studied in recent
years9–12,18–26, no structure of an FHA domain in complex with a
biological binding partner has thus far been reported. All structures
now available show uncomplexed FHA domains or complexes with
very short phosphopeptides, primarily derived from peptide library
screens. Even in those cases in which the bound peptide corresponds
to a sequence of a biological binding partner, no direct evidence for
the importance of this site for in vivo activity exists. Although binding
partners have been identified at the cellular level for some FHA
domains in the past two years19,21, difficulties in the preparation of
the correctly phosphorylated proteins have made structural characterization of FHA–phosphoprotein complexes challenging. Here, we have
determined the structure of the complex between Ki67FHA and
hNIFK226–2693P to provide insight into the crucial determinants for
the FHA-phosphoprotein interactions.
RESULTS
Sequential phosphorylation of hNIFK by CDK1 and GSK3
hNIFK226–269 (KTVDSQGPTPVCTPTFLERRKSQVAELNDDDKDDE
IVFKQPISC), was expressed as a fusion construct in Escherichia coli,
and isotope-labeled peptide was prepared for NMR studies.
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Table 1 Dissociation constants of the Ki67FHA–hNIFK226–269
complexes determined by SPR

Row no.

hNIFK

Phosphorylation

Kd (mM) of

Kd

variants

sites

FHA-hNIFK

ratioa

1

hNIFK226–269

230, 234, 238

0.077 ± 0.009

1.0

2
3

S230A
T234A

234, 238
238

0.17 ± 0.01
131 ± 6

2.3
1,700

4
5

hNIFK226–269
T234S

None
230, 234, 238

109 ± 12b
5.5 ± 0.9

1,420
71

6
7

P233A
P235A

230, 234, 238
230, 234, 238

0.085 ± 0.009
0.34 ± 0.02

1.1
4.4

8
9

V236A
C237A

230, 234, 238
230, 234, 238

0.40 ± 0.03
0.25 ± 0.05

5.3
3.2

10
11

F241A
hNIFK226–259

230, 234, 238
230, 234, 238

2.4 ± 0.4
14 ± 4

31
180

12

hNIFK260–266,
heptapeptide

None

42,000 ± 5,000b

550,000

aCompared
bThe
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to triply phosphorylated hNIFK226–269.
Kd values of these weak binding complexes were measured by 1H-15N HSQC NMR.
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Enzymatic methods were used for phosphorylation, rather than
synthetic ones commonly used in peptide studies.
Because earlier work had implicated Thr234 and possibly Thr238 in
hNIFK as important residues in the interaction between Ki67FHA and
hNIFK17,18, we searched for kinase target motifs containing threonine
(http://scansite.mit.edu). A search of all possible sequences using high
and medium stringency yielded no hits. At low stringency, however,
we identified Thr234 and Thr238 as possible phosphorylation targets
for GSK3, and Thr238 as a potential substrate for CDK1. Tests with
CDK1 were initially conducted using a radiolabel-based assay, where
hNIFK226–269 behaved comparably to a peptide derived from histone
H1, the standard substrate of CDK1. Mass spectrometry (MS) analyses
indicated a single phosphorylation, and the amino acid target of
phosphorylation was identified as Thr238 by mutagenesis.
Initially, no phosphorylation by either GSK3a or GSK3b was
observed for any of the putative sites. Given that GSK3 can uniquely
recognize a priming phosphoryl group at +4 serine or threonine27, we
tested for the possibility that phosphorylation of Thr234 by GSK3
proceeds only after Thr238 is already phosphorylated by CDK1. Such
double phosphorylation was indeed observed and confirmed by MS
and mutagenesis. Only a single residue, Thr238, became phosphorylated in the T234A mutant of hNIFK226–269 when both kinases were
used. In addition, extended incubation with both kinases resulted in a
triply phosphorylated product. We speculated that Ser230 might be
the third residue and confirmed this proposal by mutagenesis.
Phosphorylation of hNIFK226–269 S230A by both kinases resulted
only in double phosphorylation (Supplementary Table 1 online).
Therefore, our results clearly establish that GSK3 can phosphorylate
Thr234 in the presence of phosphorylated Thr238 and that Ser230
becomes phosphorylated only after Thr234. Judging qualitatively from
the extent of phosphorylation, GSK3a and GSK3b phosphorylated
Thr234 in hNIFK232–269 similarly to phospho-glycogen synthase
peptide-2, whereas Ser230 was phosphorylated less efficiently. As
described in Supplementary Figure 1 online, phosphorylation by
use of cell lysate in the presence and absence of specific kinase
inhibitors supports the biological relevance of these phosphorylation
events, but additional in vivo studies are required.
The triply phosphorylated hNIFK226–269, referred to as
hNIFK226–2693P, bound to Ki67FHA slightly more tightly than the

pThr234
125

11

10
1H

9
8
chemical shift (p.p.m.)

7

Figure 1 1H-15N HSQC spectra of hNIFK226–2693P free (black) and in
complex with Ki67FHA (red). The latter sample contained 0.9 mM
13C, 15N-hNIFK
226–2693P and 1 mM unlabeled Ki67FHA. Resonances for
all three phosphorylated residues (pSer230, pThr234 and pThr238) and
Thr240 are labeled at their free positions and connected by arrows to those
of the bound form. Pairs of signals corresponding to side chain amino
groups of Asn and Gln are connected by black (free peptide) and red
(complex) lines. The insert shows the NeH side chain resonance of Arg245.

doubly phosphorylated peptide (see below) and was used to determine the structure of the complex. The binding modes of both
phosphopeptides are essentially identical, as judged by a comparison
of the 1H-15N HSQC spectra of the two complexes, and interpretation
of the structural results will be applicable to the biological data
obtained primarily on the doubly phosphorylated peptide.
Regulation of phosphorylation by adjacent prolines
Three proline residues are present near the phosphorylation sites,
namely Pro233, Pro235 and Pro239. Cell cycle–related kinases such as
CDKs and mitogen-activated protein kinase generally recognize
Thr/Ser-Pro motifs. To evaluate the role of the prolines in hNIFK
in phosphorylation, we constructed single proline-to-alanine mutants,
P233A, P235A and P239A, and tested their phosphorylation by the
two kinases. Evaluation of the phosphorylation reaction by MS
(Supplementary Table 1) revealed that the P239A mutation reduced
phosphorylation at both Thr238 and Thr234 from 91% and 53%,
respectively, to 10% and 4%, respectively, whereas the P235A mutation lowered the phosphorylation at Thr234 by GSK3 from 53% to
18%. Therefore, it seems that Pro239 is required for the phosphorylation of Thr238 by CDK1 and that Pro235 influences the phosphorylation of Thr234 by GSK3 in hNIFK. Most notably, it was observed
that the mutant P233A could be doubly phosphorylated (at Thr238
and Thr234) by CDK1. Thus the presence of a proline at position 233
impedes Thr234 phosphorylation by CDK1.
The intricate regulatory effects of the three proline residues on the
phosphorylation of Thr238 and Thr234 suggest that ordered phosphorylations by the two kinases are probably biologically relevant
events. If verified in vivo, such sequential phosphorylation may
represent an important mechanism for switching between different
partners in protein-phosphoprotein interactions.
Determination of binding affinities for hNIFK and Ki67FHA
Dissociation constants (Kd) for the Ki67FHA–hNIFK226–269 complexes
were determined using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (Table 1).
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pThr234 Hγ2
Val236 Hγ
IIe261 Hδ1
IIe261 Hγ2

Pro235 Hβ,γ
Val236 Hβ
Pro233 Hβ
pThr238 Hγ 2

Cys237 Hβ

Val236 Hα

Phe263 Hζ
Phe263 Hδ,ε
Phe241 Hδ,ε,ζ

Val236 HN

a

Cys237 HN
Lys264 HN

Figure 2 Intermolecular NOEs observed for the Ki67FHA–hNIFK226–2693P
complex from 3D 13C-edited, 12C/14N-filtered NOE spectra.
(a) Representative NOEs using a sample containing 13C,15N-labeled
Ki67FHA and unlabeled hNIFK226–2693P. (b) Representative NOEs using
a sample containing 13C,15N-labeled hNIFK226–2693P and unlabeled
Ki67FHA. Spectra were recorded at 500 MHz in H2O. The 13C chemical
shifts of each selected strip are shown inside panels.

pThr238 HN
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Val43 Hγ
0.43 p.p.m.
Thr66 Hγ2
1.14 p.p.m.

22.4 p.p.m.

IIe37 Hα
3.94 p.p.m.

60.9 p.p.m.

IIe37 Hγ2
0.39 p.p.m.

17.0 p.p.m.
9

3
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2

1
Thr66 Hγ2
Leu41 Hδ
IIe39 Hδ1
IIe39 Hγ2
Val43 Hγ
IIe37 Hγ1

Val43 Hα

b

Thr9 Hγ 2

1H chemical shift (p.p.m.)

Phe95 Hε
Phe95 Hδ,ζ

hNIFK226–2693P bound tightly to Ki67FHA, with a Kd value of
0.077 mM, and the doubly phosphorylated S230A mutant
showed only slightly weaker binding. Binding was also observed by
31P NMR (Supplementary Fig. 2 online); large chemical shift
differences between the free and bound forms were observed for
the 31P resonances of pThr234 and pThr238, but not pSer230.
This suggests that pThr234 and pThr238 undergo substantial
changes in environment upon binding Ki67FHA, with pSer230
being less affected. It should be noted, however, that even unphosphorylated hNIFK226–269 was able to bind specifically to Ki67FHA,
albeit very weakly (Kd ¼ 109 mM), as was the T234A mutant with
single phosphorylation at Thr238 (Kd ¼ 131 mM). The binding data
indicate that phosphorylation at Thr234 contributes substantially, that
at Ser230 marginally and that at Thr238 not at all to the overall
affinity. The structural bases for the observed binding affinities are
described in the next sections.

Asn67 Hδ2
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hNIFK226–2693P becomes structured by Ki67FHA binding
In the 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of the free 13C,15N-hNIFK226–2693P
peptide (Fig. 1, black contours), the amide resonances of the phosphorylated residues, pSer230, pThr234 and pThr238, were all substantially downfield shifted, consistent with known shift effects of
phosphorylation. However, the small spectral dispersion of all other
backbone 1HN resonances (7.9–8.5 p.p.m.) clearly indicated that the
peptide is essentially unstructured. Upon interaction with Ki67FHA
(Fig. 1, red), all resonances showed substantially increased chemical
shift dispersion (7.0–10.2 p.p.m.), indicating that the random-coiled
peptide adopts a well-defined structure. Notably, in the bound
peptide, the NeH side chain resonance of Arg245 was easily observed
(9.02/81.0 p.p.m.; 1H/15N), whereas in the free peptide fast exchange

a
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Thr4 Asn99

Ile267

11 3

1
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pThr234
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10
pThr234

pSer230

Val228
pThr238

pThr238

Figure 3 Overall structure of the Ki67FHA–hNIFK226–2693P complex.
(a) Superposition of the final ensemble comprising 100 conformers.
Backbone atoms (N, Ca, C’) of Ki67FHA (residues 4–99) and
hNIFK226–2693P (residues 228–267) are shown in blue and red, respectively. Side chain atoms of the phosphorylated residues (pSer230 in yellow,
pThr234 in magenta and pThr238 in green) are also included. (b) The
ribbon diagram of a representative structure, colored as in a. b-strands are
numbered, but note that numbering differs from that in reference 18.
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with water rendered it undetectable. This clearly shows that the NeH
proton is buried in the complex.
Loss of conformational heterogeneity of Ki67FHA
In the 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of Ki67FHA not in complex, several
backbone 1H-15N HSQC resonances were broadened beyond detection
on account of conformational exchange on the micro- and millisecond
time scale18. Upon hNIFK226–2693P binding, the conformational
equilibrium shifted toward a unique conformation, rendering all
resonances observable. In addition, the 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of
13C,15N-Ki67FHA in complex with hNIFK
226–2693P was very similar to
that in complex with the singly phosphorylated synthetic peptide18
except for the Gly32, Glu34, Ile39 and Gln40 resonances, suggesting
that these amino acids interact with the two additional pSer230 and/or
pThr238 phosphate groups. The more likely candidate for the interactions is pSer230, because binding to Ki67FHA is enhanced 2.3-fold
upon phosphorylation of this residue (Table 1).
NMR structure of the Ki67FHA–hNIFK226–2693P complex
The solution structure of the Ki67FHA–hNIFK226–2693P complex was
determined on the basis of 3,476 NMR-derived constraints (3,141
distance, 215 dihedral angle and 120 N-H residual dipolar coupling
constraints). Among these, a total of 320 intermolecular distance
constraints were derived from a 3D 13C-edited, 12C,14N-filtered
NOESY spectrum (Fig. 2).
The structure (Fig. 3) reveals that although the architecture of
Ki67FHA in the complex is similar to that of free Ki67FHA (backbone
N,Ca,C¢ atom pairwise r.m.s. deviation value 1.3 Å), notable
differences in the loop conformations are present. The largest differences are observed for the b1-b2, b5-b6 and b6-b7 loops: in the free
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state these regions are ill-defined, whereas they become structured in
the complex. For hNIFK226–2693P, on the other hand, a substantial
conformational change between the free and bound structures occurs:
residues 239–251 become a-helical and residues 260–264 adopt a
b-strand conformation. Most notably, this b-strand extends the
b-sheet of Ki67FHA, running antiparallel to b4. Residues residing
on the a-helix interact with the b4-b5 and b10-b11 loops of Ki67FHA.
The peptide shows close packing against Ki67FHA and buries a large
surface area of Ki67FHA (1,450 Å2 of a total 6,037 Å2).
We took considerable care to establish the conformations of
Pro233, Pro235 and Pro239, the three important proline residues in
hNIFK226–2693P near pThr234. For all three, the Hd but not Ha protons showed strong NOEs to the Ha of the preceding residue (i – 1),
unambiguously establishing their peptide bond conformations as trans.
Local interactions around pT234
Detailed interactions in the binding interface between Ki67FHA and
hNIFK226–2693P are depicted in Figure 4, and the region around
pThr234–Cys237 is shown in Figure 4a. Previous binding and
structural studies on FHA with short pThr peptides have implicated
residues immediately after the phosphothreonine in the interaction. In
the present structure, the pThr234 phosphate forms hydrogen bonds
with the side chains of Arg31, Ser45, Lys46 and Thr66 and the
backbone HN of Lys46. This hydrogen-bonding network extends to
the conserved His48 residue in FHA, with the Ser45 backbone NH
donating a hydrogen bond to the imidazole Nd. The tautomeric states
of all histidines in Ki67FHA were determined by heteronuclear
multiple-bond correlation spectroscopy, verifying that the imidazole
ring Ne of His48 is protonated.
Although it is well accepted that FHA domains recognize pThr and
not pSer, the present system allowed a quantitative assessment of the
pThr versus pSer specificity. Replacement of Thr234 by serine resulted
in a reduction in affinity by a factor of 71 (Table 1), indicating that the
van der Waals interactions of Thr234-CgH3 with Val43, Thr66 and
Asn67 from Ki67FHA add a considerable fraction of the binding
energy (Figs. 2b and 4a).
Residues at the +1 to +3 positions after pThr234 are involved in
backbone–side chain hydrogen-bonding interactions with residue
Asn67. In particular, the backbone carbonyl oxygen of Pro235 (+1
position) accepts a hydrogen bond from the Asn67 Hd2 proton,
whereas the amide proton of Cys237 (+3 position) donates one to
the Asn67 Od1 oxygen. In addition, the Asn67 Nd2H2 amino group
donates an additional hydrogen bond to the Val43 carbonyl oxygen.
For the +3 residue (Cys237), only limited hydrophobic interactions
with Val43 and Ile91 are present, and no hydrogen bonds between the
SgH group and residues on the FHA domain are observed.
The emerging picture from our structure is quite distinct from that
suggested for other FHA domains: for the latter, the pThr+3 residue
is thought to be the most important determinant for ligand specificity, on the basis of screens of short phosphopeptide libraries,
which identified the pTXX(D/I/L) motif (also called the pThr +3
rule)9,11,12,24–26,28. Notably, Ki67FHA did not show any preference
in these studies18. Using the longer phosphopeptide fragment,
hNIFK226–269, allowed us to test whether any residues around
pThr234 are involved in the interaction with Ki67FHA. Mutants
P233A, P235A, V236A and C237A were generated and converted
into their triply phosphorylated forms. Binding of these variants to
Ki67FHA (Table 1) shows that each of the alanine mutations in the –1
to +3 residues reduced the binding affinity by less than a factor of 5.
These modest effects are consistent with the structural data that show
primarily backbone interactions.
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Gln265 Asp36
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Ile37
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Thr9
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Arg38 Ile39
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Arg245

Pro21
Pro266

Val43
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Figure 4 Intermolecular interactions between Ki67FHA and
hNIFK226–2693P. (a) Interactions involving pThr234 as well as +1, +2 and
+3 residues of hNIFK. (b) Interface between the binding loops on Ki67FHA
and the a-helix of hNIFK. (c) Interface between the b-strand of hNIFK and
the b-sheet of Ki67FHA. For all interactions, carbon atoms are shown in
cyan (FHA) or pink (hNIFK), nitrogen atoms in blue, oxygen atoms in red,
sulfur atoms in yellow and phosphorus atoms in orange. Predicted hydrogen
bonds are depicted with dashed lines.

Interactions involving the a-helix of hNIFK226–2693P
The binding interface between the b4-b5 and b10-b11 loops of
Ki67FHA and the a-helix of hNIFK peptide (Fig. 4b) creates a new,
intermolecular hydrophobic core in the complex. Leu41, Pro42 and
Val43 in the b4-b5 loop and Ile91 in the b10-b11 loop form a
hydrophobic patch into which Phe241, Leu242 and Arg245 of the
hNIFK peptide insert. It is especially noticeable that these b4-b5 loop
residues are all hydrophobic, in contrast to other FHA domains, where
at least two of the three residues are polar18. Immersion into the
completely hydrophobic patch may contribute to the stabilization of
the a-helical conformation for this region of the hNIFK peptide. It
should be emphasized that the structure under discussion is the first
structure of an FHA-pThr phosphopeptide complex to show this type
of extended interaction beyond the pThr234 recognition. No interaction of the second phosphothreonine, pThr238, with the FHA domain
is observed. Instead, intramolecular hydrogen bonds within hNIFK,
such as those between the phosphate of pThr238 and the backbone
NH and the side chain OgH of Thr240, are used to stabilize the helical
conformation. This interaction explains the notable downfield shift of
the Thr240 backbone NH resonance upon Ki67FHA binding (Fig. 1).
The importance of the hydrophobic contact between hNIFK Phe241
and Ki67FHA Val43 was examined by site-directed mutagenesis. The
binding affinity was reduced by a factor of 31 for the F241A mutant
(Table 1), suggesting a large contribution of this interaction to the
binding energy. A less dramatic reduction (5.6-fold increase in Kd) was
observed for the V43I mutant, in which the size of the hydrophobic
side chain is increased by one methylene group, probably causing
some steric clash.
Interactions involving the b-strand of hNIFK
A new interface involving residues 260–264 of hNIFK226–2693P is
formed upon binding to Ki67FHA (Fig. 4c). This stretch of peptide
forms a b-strand that adds to one edge of the Ki67FHA b-sheet,
extending the overall b-sheet structure by aligning antiparallel to
b4. In addition to the canonical b-sheet hydrogen bonds, many
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hydrophobic interactions between side chains are observed. In
particular, Ile261, Val262 and Phe263 interact with Ile37, Arg38
and Ile39 (b4), Ile33 (loop b3-b4), Phe20 (b2), Thr9 (b1) and
Phe95 (b11) of FHA.
Intrigued by the observation of the b-strand addition of hNIFK to
the Ki67FHA b-sheet, we evaluated the contribution of this interaction
to the overall binding. The SPR data (Table 1, row 11) indicated that
binding for a peptide lacking this interaction is reduced 180-fold,
clearly showing its importance. We also investigated whether a
heptapeptide (residues 260–266) alone was capable of binding to
Ki67FHA. Binding was probed by 1H-15N HSQC (Supplementary
Fig. 3 online). The largest chemical shift changes in the spectrum of
Ki67FHA were observed for residues on b4 (Ile37, Arg38, Ile39 and
Gln40). Other affected residues, such as Val15 and Ser94, are located
near the hNIFK b-strand in the structure. Furthermore, the trend
observed for the changes in resonance positions are similar to that
seen with the parent peptide, hNIFK226–2693P. This clearly shows that
the heptapeptide interacts at the same site as does hNIFK226–269,
although the binding is extremely weak (Kd ¼ 42 ± 5 mM, Table 1).
DISCUSSION
The structure of the Ki67FHA–hNIFK226–2693P complex reveals the
participation of several sites as well as an intricate and intimate
relationship between the binding partners. Although both Ki67FHA
and hNIFK226–2693P are portions of larger proteins, it is probable that
the interactions we observed are representative of those in vivo of the
full-length proteins, given their modular nature. Our phosphorylation
studies showed that GSK3 phosphorylates Thr234 only in the context
of phosphorylated Thr238. In addition, three proline residues located
around the crucial phosphothreonine show interesting regulatory
effects, possibly acting as a molecular switch. Therefore, phosphorylation at Thr234 of hNIFK and its specific recognition by Ki67, after
priming phosphorylation of Thr238 by CDK1, are probably important
cellular events. Both our structural and functional results are highly
consistent and can direct additional studies aimed at explaining the
overall interaction between these two proteins.
We have previously suggested that the binding recognition of FHA
domains involves three main components (the pThr residue, residues
at the +1 to +3 positions and an extended binding surface) and that
variability in these three factors causes the amazing diversity in the
function and specificity of FHA domains from different sources18. In
this study, we show that the phosphothreonine and a completely
ordered, extended binding surface are most important, whereas the +1
to +3 residues contribute only moderately to the Ki67FHA-hNIFK
interaction. Notably, the novel binding interface between the two
proteins involves extension of the b-sheet of Ki67FHA by a b-strand
from hNIFK. Our data provide for the first time such a complete
analysis for an FHA domain and suggest that it is important to
study the interactions of other FHA domains with longer phosphopeptide fragments of the binding partner. In particular, our results
indicate the necessity to reevaluate data on other signal transduction
domains obtained with short peptide or phosphopeptide libraries. As
shown for the Ki67FHA domain and the yeast Rad53FHA1 domain29,
information gleaned from such short peptides may be insufficient or
even inaccurate.
Our functional results suggest that binding of hNIFK to Ki67FHA
in vivo is probably regulated by the two master control kinases during
mitosis, with hNIFK initially phosphorylated by the nuclear kinase
CDK1 and subsequently by the cytosolic kinase GSK3. Because the
Ki67 protein is located primarily in the perichromosomal area and
migrates with chromosomes during cytokinesis, it is possible that
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the interaction of Ki67 with phosphorylated hNIFK aids in equal
partitioning between daughter cells. These possibilities are potential
subjects for further in vivo studies.
METHODS
Expression and purification of hNIFK226–269, mutants and Ki67FHA.
A preScission protease site was engineered between the GB1 gene and
hNIFK226–269 in pGBhNIFK226–26918. The new plasmid, designated
pGBphNIFK226–269, was used to generate mutants. E. coli BL21 (DE3) CodonPlus cells (Stratagene) were transformed with pGBphNIFK226–269, and mutant
plasmids and proteins were overexpressed as GB1 fusions with His-tag. Fusion
proteins were purified over a nickel-NTA affinity column (Qiagen) followed by
gel filtration on an S100 column (Amersham Pharmacia). The GB1 tag was
cleaved by preScission protease (Amersham Pharmacia) and removed by
reverse phase HPLC using a linear gradient (buffer A, 0.1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic
acid (TFA) in water; buffer B, 0.1% (v/v) TFA in acetonitrile) on a C8 column
(208TP510 from Vydac). Eluted hNIFK226–269 and mutants were lyophilized
and stored at –20 1C. Ki67FHA was expressed and purified as described
previously18. Site-directed mutagenesis was conducted using the QuikChange
mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). PCR amplifications were done with
pGBphNIFK226–269 as the template. Purified proteins were verified by MS.
In vitro phosphorylation. Kinase reactions were carried out by adding 0.4 U
of kinase (CDK1, GSK3a or GSK3b; Upstate Cell Signaling Solutions, Inc.) to
a 50-ml reaction mixture (0.05 mM peptide, 1 mM ATP, 50 mM HEPES,

Table 2 Structural statistics for the Ki67FHA–hNIFK226–2693P
complex
Ki67FHA

hNIFK226–2693P

NMR distance and dihedral constraints
Distance constraints
Total NOE
Intraresidue
Inter-residue
Sequential (|i – j| ¼ 1)
Nonsequential (|i – j| 4 1)
Hydrogen bonds
Ki67FHA–hNIFK226–2693P intermolecular
Total dihedral angle constraints
fa
ca
Total N-H RDC constraints

2,136

567

611
1,525

253
314

482
1,043

205
109

37  2
344

10  2

164
71

51
21

67
87

24
33

0.016 ± 0.016

0.019 ± 0.005

0.315 ± 0.086

0.231 ± 0.192

5
0.4

5
0.4

Structural statistics (100 structures)
Violations
Distance constraints (Å)
Dihedral angle constraints (1)
Maximum dihedral angle violation (1)
Maximum distance violation (Å)
Deviations from idealized
covalent geometry
Bond lengths (Å)
Bond angles (1)
Impropers (1)
R.m.s. deviations from the

0.0028 ± 0.0003 0.0027 ± 0.0003
0.550 ± 0.015
0.564 ± 0.025
0.460 ± 0.019

0.518 ± 0.030

average structure (Å)b
Backbone atoms

0.40 ± 0.05

0.40 ± 0.05

All heavy atoms

0.81 ± 0.05

1.07 ± 0.10

af

and c constraints were obtained using TALOS36.
bR.m.s. deviations from the average structure were calculated for the final 100 structures by
excluding flexible, poorly defined regions (Ki67FHA residues 1–3 and 100–120; and hNIFK
residues 226–230, 253–258, 268 and 269).
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10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM EGTA and 0.01% (v/v) Brij35 (pH 7.4) at
25 1C) and incubating at 30 1C for 1 h. The extent of phosphorylation was
assessed by electrospray ionization MS. Radioactive kinase assays were carried
out by adding 5 mCi (ICN, B10 mCi ml–1, B25 Ci mmol–1) of [g-32P]ATP to
20 ml of a preincubated reaction mixture (no ATP) with 0.4 U of CDK1 for 15
min. The reaction was quenched by adding SDS-PAGE loading buffer. After
electrophoresis, the intensities of bands were determined using a PhosphorImager (Amersham Pharmacia).
Preparation of phosphorylated hNIFK226–269 and mutants for structural and
functional studies. A 20-mg aliquot of hNIFK226–269 was incubated with 10 U
of CDK1 in 5 ml of reaction buffer (6 mM ATP, 50 mM HEPES, 10 mM MgCl2,
5 mM DTT, 1 mM EGTA and 0.01% (v/v) Brij35 (pH 7.4) at 25 1C) for 24 h.
Under these conditions, hNIFK226–269pThr238 was the major reaction product.
The singly phosphorylated peptide was purified by HPLC and its identity
verified by MS. Triply phosphorylated hNIFK226–2693P was prepared in
equivalent fashion using hNIFK226–269pThr238 as the substrate and GSK3b
as the kinase.
Determination of the dissociation constants by SPR. hNIFK226–269 and
mutants were biotinylated with sulfo-NHS-biotin (Pierce), diluted to 1 mM
with eluent buffer (5 mM HEPES, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 150 mM NaCl
(pH 7.4)) and immobilized on sensorchip SA (BIAcore). Biotinylated BSA was
used as a control and was immobilized in the control channels. Sensorgrams
were measured on a Biacore 3000 instrument for a series of concentrations
(0.01 mM to B50 mM) of Ki67FHA by injecting (20 ml min–1 for 1 min) into
the sensorchip flow channels at 25 1C. Responses were fit to a hyperbola
function RU ¼ c  RUmax / (Kd + c), where RU is the response unit change,
RUmax the maximal response unit change, Kd the dissociation constant and
c the protein concentration.
Titration experiments by NMR. All NMR spectra were recorded at 17 1C on
protein samples in 5 mM HEPES buffer containing 5 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA
and 150 mM NaCl (pH 7.4) on a Bruker DRX600 spectrometer. Binding of
phosphorylated hNIFK226–269 to 15N-labeled Ki67FHA was followed by recording 1H-15N HSQC spectra until saturation was reached. Binding of Ki67FHA to
phosphorylated hNIFK226–269 S230A was followed by 31P NMR.
NMR structure determination of the Ki67FHA–hNIFK226–2693P complex. All
NMR spectra of the complex were recorded at 17 1C on two samples: one
contained 0.9 mM 13C,15N-Ki67FHA and 1 mM unlabeled hNIFK226–2693P and
the other 0.9 mM 13C,15N-hNIFK226–2693P and 1 mM unlabeled Ki67FHA in
5 mM HEPES, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 150 mM NaCl (pH 7.4). The
hNIFK226–2693P peptide contains four extra residues (Gly-Pro-Gly-Ser) at the
N terminus and eight extra residues (LEHHHHHH) at the C terminus as
fusion tag artifacts. Spectra were recorded on Bruker DRX800, DMX750,
DRX600, DMX600 or DMX500 spectrometers equipped with 5-mm tripleresonance, three-axes gradient probes or z-axis gradient cryoprobes. Assignments for the 20.8-kDa complex were achieved (100% backbone and 498%
side chain) using 3D HNCACB, CBCA(CO)NH, HCCH-TOCSY and
13C-edited and 15N-edited NOESY experiments30,31. Interproton distance
restraints were derived from 3D 13C-edited, 15N-edited and 13C-edited/12C,
14N-filtered NOESY experiments (mixing time 100 ms)32,33. Spectra were
processed with NMRPipe34 and analyzed using NMRDraw and PIPP, CAPP
and STAPP35. Approximate interproton distance restraints were grouped into
four ranges: 1.8–2.7 Å, 1.8–3.3 Å, 1.8–5.0 Å and 1.8–6.0 Å, corresponding to
strong, medium, weak and very weak NOEs, respectively. In addition, 0.5 Å was
added to the upper limit of interproton distance restraints involving methyl
groups. For hydrogen bonds, distance constraints of 1.5–2.5 Å (H-O) and
2.5–3.5 Å (N-O) were used. Backbone torsion angle (f and c) and w1 and w2
torsion angle constraints were obtained using TALOS36 and quantitative
J-correlation spectroscopy37, respectively. Residual HN dipolar couplings were
measured using in-phase and anti-phase 1H-15N HSQC experiments38 on both
NMR samples with and without adding Pf1 phage to B15 mg ml–1.
Experimentally determined distance, torsion angle and residual dipolar
coupling constraints (Table 2) were applied in a simulated annealing protocol
using the NIH version39 of XPLOR40. An ensemble of 512 structures was
generated, from which 100 structures with lowest XPLOR target function values
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were selected. Structural figures were generated with MolMol41. Structures were
analyzed with AQUA and PROCHECK-NMR42. For the final 100 structures,
87.1% of the residues were in the core and 10.3% in the additionally allowed
regions of the Ramachandran plot.
Accession codes. Protein Data Bank: Coordinates of the 100 conformers of the
NMR structure, with experimenatal distance and angle constraints, have been
deposited with accession code 2AFF. Biomolecular Magnetic Resonance Databank (www.bmrb.wisc.edu): NMR assignments for the complex have been
deposited with accession number 6748.
Note: Supplementary information is available at the Nature Structural & Molecular
Biology Website.
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